Why you are always a cut above the competition when you use LUTZ BLADES

WHY LUTZ BLADES

» Flexibility thanks to CNC technology and rapid prototyping
» Prelaunch initial samples within a few days

» Top-of-the-range quality in series production. Consistency from the first to the millionth blade.
» Application-specific materials and hard coating

» Standard blades > 1500 models
» Special blades > 500 models
» Smallest batch size = 1

OUR PRODUCTS

- Industrial blades
- Break-off blades/Cutter blades
- Skinning blades
- Hook blades
- Circular blades
- Pointed blades
- Utility blades
- Mat cutter
- Broadhead blades

OUR MARKETS

- Film and foil
- Chemical fibres
- Fibreglass
- Medical
- Food
- The trades / DIY
- Automotive
- Textile
- Garden tools
- Your specific task

The Hard Blade

The Universal Blade

The Black Blade

LUTZ blades exactly

WHAT YOU NEED FOR CUTTING PURPOSES
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